
AN947: Implementing Zero Delay Mode
Using the Si5340/41/42/44/45/80

A zero delay clock generator or buffer is one whose outputs are
edge-aligned with a reference clock. This should not be confused
with phase-lock, as phase-lock refers to two clocks that are on
average aligned in phase with some (often unknown) initial phase
offset. A zero delay clock, on the other hand, has no or minimal
initial phase offset.
Applications of the Si5340/41/42/44/45/80 zero delay feature exist in many synchronous
systems, such as SONET/SDH networks, synchronous Ethernet, PCIe and other high-
speed interconnects, and any application requiring known and predictable delay be-
tween a reference and one or more output clocks.

KEY FEATURES

• Zero delay removes (minimizes) input-to-
output propagation delays to produce
outputs phase-aligned to the input clocks
for applications requiring minimal, known,
and/or predictable delays

• Supported on Si5340/41/42/44/45 and
Si5380

• Easy to set up using ClockBuilder Pro
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1.  Introduction

In a typical clock generator or jitter attentuator there is usually some propagation delay from the input reference clock to the outputs.
This delay can have uncertainty due to frequency plan differences, variations across process and temperature, and variations between
subsequent device resets. Using the zero delay feature available in the Si5340/41/42/44/45/80 family of clock generators and jitter at-
tenuators we can zero out any input-to-output propagation delay and minimize uncertainty.

This application note provides details on setting up a zero delay frequency plan and testing it on an evaluation board. A ClockBuilder
Pro example is shown using the Si5345; however, other devices can also be set up similarly.
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2.  Theory of Operation

The figure below shows a high-level block diagram of the Si5342/44/45 devices. The PLL works to zero out steady-state phase error
between the two inputs of its phase detector (PD), a reference clock input and a feedback input. This is not very useful in terms of input-
to-output edge alignment; any edge alignment information is lost due to the fixed and variable delays in the feedback M divider, output
Multisynth and R dividers, and the input P divider.
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Figure 2.1.  Si5342/44/45 in Standard PLL Mode
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If we replace the feedback input of the PD with one of the output clocks, as shown in the figure below, we can edge align all related
outputs with the input clocks. Note that edge alignment occurs at the PD input. Care was taken in the design of the Si534x/8x family to
match propagation delays between multiple input paths and output dividers. This allows multiple outputs to be zero delay with respect
to any one of the inputs.
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Figure 2.2.  Si5345 Zero Delay Mode Set-up
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3.  Setup

Any of the Si5340/41/42*/44*/45/80 devices can be configured for zero delay mode using Clock Builder Pro. The output closest to the
IN3/FBIN pins (OUT2, OUT3, or OUT9 depending on the device variant) must be tied to IN3/FBIN. Care must be taken in layout to
minimize trace length and any exposure to noise sources on the PCB.
Note: Zero delay mode is not available on the Si5342H/44H.
 

3.1  Setting up zero delay mode using ClockBuilder Pro

In the Zero Delay Mode tab of the ClockBuilder Pro wizard check Enable Zero Delay Mode. Leave external feedback output selection to
its default value.

Figure 3.1.  ClockBuilder Pro Wizard--Zero Delay Step
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This will block out IN3 as an input clock. Note that automatic input clock switching is not available if there are multiple input clocks and
zero delay mode is enabled. One of the manual input clock selections must be used, registers or pins (see the figure below).

Figure 3.2.  ClockBuilder Pro Wizard--Define Input Clocks Step
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In the Define Output Frequencies Step, the Clockbuilder Pro frequency planning algorithm will attempt to derive all related frequencies
from the N0/ZDM Multisynth divider. This will ensure edge alignment for integer-related frequencies such as 19.44 MHz and 155.52
MHz as shown in the figure below. Zero-delayed outputs can also be explicitly selected by using the N divider/DCO/ZDM pull-down
selection.

Figure 3.3.  ClockBuilder Pro Wizard--Define Output Frequencies Step

3.2  Zero Delay Mode Registers

3.2.1  Si5340/41 Zero Delay Mode Registers

Table 3.1.  Si5340/41 Zero Delay Mode Registers

Reg Address Bit Field Type Setting Name Description

0x091C 2:0 R/W ZDM_EN 3=Zero delay mode

4=Normal mode

All other values must not be writ-
ten.

0x0021 0 R/W IN_SEL_REGCTRL 0: pin controlled clock selection

1: register controlled clock selec-
tion

0x0140[3:0] 3:0 R/W OUTX_ALWAYS_ON 0x100: Si5340 (OUT3)

0x800: Si5341 (OUT9)

Output tied to IN3/FBIN must be
configured to always on.

0x0139[3:0] 7:0
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3.2.2  Si5342/44/45/80 Zero Delay Mode Registers

Table 3.2.  Si5342/44/45/80 Zero Delay Mode Registers

Reg Address Bit Field Type Setting Name Description

0x0140

0x0139

3:0

7:0

R/W OUTX_ALWAYS_ON 0x10: Si5342 (OUT2)

0x100: Si5344 (OUT3)

0x800: Si3545/80

Output tied to IN3/FBIN must be
configured to always on.

0x0487 0 R/W ZDM_EN 0: Disable zero delay mode.

1: Enable zero delay mode.

0x0487 2:1 R/W ZDM_IN_SEL When zero delay is enabled, this
register parameter selects the input
clock in manual register controlled
mode. Ignore if device set up in pin
controlled mode.

0: IN0

1: IN1

2: IN2

3: A register value of 3 is not al-
lowed.

0x052A 0 R/W IN_SEL_REGCTRL 0: pin controlled clock

1: register controlled clock selec-
tion

When ZDM_EN is high the IN_SEL register bits become unused. Instead ZDM_IN_SEL register bits must be used. If ZDM_EN and
IN_SEL_REGCTRL are both high, clock selection is pin-controlled and neither IN_SEL or ZDM_IN_SEL are used.
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Disclaimer
Silicon Laboratories intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software implementers 
using or intending to use the Silicon Laboratories products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each specific 
device, and "Typical" parameters provided can and do vary in different applications. Application examples described herein are for illustrative purposes only. Silicon Laboratories 
reserves the right to make changes without further notice and limitation to product information, specifications, and descriptions herein, and does not give warranties as to the accuracy 
or completeness of the included information. Silicon Laboratories shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the information supplied herein. This document does not imply 
or express copyright licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products must not be used within any Life Support System without the specific 
written consent of Silicon Laboratories. A "Life Support System" is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected 
to result in significant personal injury or death. Silicon Laboratories products are generally not intended for military applications. Silicon Laboratories products shall under no 
circumstances be used in weapons of mass destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons.

Trademark Information
Silicon Laboratories Inc., Silicon Laboratories, Silicon Labs, SiLabs and the Silicon Labs logo, CMEMS®, EFM, EFM32, EFR, Energy Micro, Energy Micro logo and combinations 
thereof, "the world’s most energy friendly microcontrollers", Ember®, EZLink®, EZMac®, EZRadio®, EZRadioPRO®, DSPLL®, ISOmodem ®, Precision32®, ProSLIC®, SiPHY®, 
USBXpress® and others are trademarks or registered trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. ARM, CORTEX, Cortex-M3 and THUMB are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
ARM Holdings. Keil is a registered trademark of ARM Limited. All other products or brand names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders. 
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